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ABSTRACT
The mean objective of this work is to optimize a new cuboid concept of nuclear fuel cell
which helps extending the life time of nuclear reactors. This new concept is designed for
Small and Medium Sized Reactors SMR. The ergonomic of this design is based on safety,
ease of refueling, traceability and fuel burnup optimization. As a prospective, this fuel
concept cell can have the possibility to be dotted with new High-Tec technologies.
All calculations were made using MCNP5 code and the results of the finale concept were
validated with DRAGON code.
Cell calculation was first based on Infinite Multiplication Factor (Kinf) determination. An
optimization of fuel dimensions was performed for three fuel types UO2, MOX and (PuTh)O2. Different enrichments has also been studied and the optimal one has been chosen. As a
first stage, an optimal unit cell for this new fuel concept was identified and used for deep
nuclear parameters evaluation.
The design of this optimized fuel cell will be presented. Unit cell calculation for different
nuclear parameters will also be presented.

I.

Introduction

In order to meet the increased demand for nuclear energy by underdeveloped countries,
several research projects were launched for the development of new nuclear fuel concepts for
low nuclear power plants, long and medium life reactors. These fuels have been designed to
meet the needs of developing countries and meet all the safety standards required for the use
of this type of technology, taking into account in particular the economic aspect.
The ergonomic choice of the cuboid shape is based mainly on the ease of both fuel element
manufacturing and fuel assemblies' vertical and horizontal permutations. These assembly
permutations will play a great role to increase the life time of the reactor core. In fact,
changing assemblies from low reaction rate position (core boundaries) to high reaction rate
position (Core center) impacts the Effective Multiplication Factor (Keff).
The challenge of this work is first to optimize the unit cell dimensions, fuel elements, the
choice of cladding and moderator, fuel assemblies and the whole core design. Secondly the
normal operation reactor cycle life will be determined with possible combinations of
assemblies to increase the reactor cycle life. These combinations will imply development of
automated mechanical system to facilitate the exchange of fuel assemblies.
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As mentioned above, other non neutronic studies should be held for the possibility of GPS
tracking chip implementation for each fuel element to prevent the proliferation. This later
implies development of high radiation resistant tracking chips. Bare code traceability to
categorize nuclear waste and plutonium content after the life time of each fuel elements. This
traceability needs software development for the choice of future position of each assembly in
the core in order to improve efficiency use of the fuel to increase the life time of the reactor
core. The traceability historic of each fuel element can estimate the composition of each fuel
element based on a sophisticated algorithm and developed database.
The elaboration of this new fuel concept cell was based on using standards, known and
commercial materials. UO2, MOX and Pu-Th were chosen as fuel pallets as candidate for our
fuel concept. Zirconium and Zircaloy, efficient for cladding and for fission products
confinement, were also chosen with other alloys as candidates.
In this paper, we present Infinite Multiplication Factor (Kinf) results generated using MCNP5
code, for different combinations of fuel, cladding and moderator dimensions. We will also
present the result of the three fuel candidates for this new concept. DRAGON code
calculation Kinf results for validation are presented also for the identified optimal unit cell.
Neutronic parameters as neutron spectra, absorption macroscopic cross-cections, Nu-fission
macroscopic cross-cections total macroscopic cross-cections and diffision macroscopic crosscections at the beginning are presented for this new optimized fuel concept.

II.

Methodology used

We started by adopting a standard diameter of the fuel pallet used in research reactors like
TRIGA MARK. Our fuel pellet is surrounded by zirconium containing materials, called
matrix, as the first fission products barrier and zircaloy as cladding to form a final embedded
cuboid fuel (fuel element). The fuel element is submerged in the moderator to form a unit cell
(see figure).
Fuel

Cladding

Moderator
Matrix

Fig. 1: Unit cuboid cell design structure; On the left: front view of unit cell; On the right: top
view of unit cell
Dimension optimization of this unit cell concerns the height of the fuel pellet and matrix,
cladding and moderator thickness. After this step we introduced the fuel, matrix, cladding and
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moderator candidate to determine the materials set showing good results regarding our
objective. Materials used in this study are presented in Table 1
Table 1: Material candidates for unit cell optimization
Fuel
UO2
MOX
(Pu-Th)O2

Matrix
Zr
ZrH
ZrH2

Cladding
Zircaloy-2
Zircaloy-4
Zirlo

Moderator
H2O
D2O

Hundreds of calculations have been performed to find the optimal dimensions of all
components for the unit cell. We introduce bellow the methodology followed in our study:
1. For each fuel nature (UO2, MOX and (Pu-Th)O2) and for a given thickness of the
matrix and cladding, calculations were made for three heights (1, 1.5 and 2cm) of the
fuel pellet and for different moderator thickness (we started from 0.1 to 1cm with a
step of 0.1cm). We obtain in total 190 cells for a chosen height fuel for each fuel
nature.
2. The same study above was performed to optimize matrix (Zr,ZrH and ZrH2) and
cladding(Zircaloy-2,Zircaloy-4 and Zirlo) thickness with different fuel enrichment
(not included in this paper).
3. Unit cells resulting a high Kinf will be used with different enrichments (from 5% to
20% with 1% step) to determine the optimal enrichment for a given fuel nature.
4. Finale unit cell specifications are determined at this step. A validation of the Kinf and
the determination neutronic parameters of the identified optimal unit cell is required
using a deterministic code.
5. Assembly and core configuration to obtain good performances regarding the life cycle
of the reactor core (not included in this paper).

III.

Results

III.1 Fuel pellet height and moderator thickness optimization
At the end of all three tests performed for Uranium Oxide fuel, we see that the best criticality
value obtained is that of the fuel height equal to 1cm and 0.4cm for the thickness of the
moderator (Figure 2a).
Best kinf obtained for all the MOX fuel tests corresponds to cell n ° 1 with the height of H =
1cm and moderator thickness of 0,5cm (Figure 2b).

At the end of all three tests performed for the Pu-Th fuel, it is clear that the best criticality
value obtained is that of the fuel height equal to 1cm and 0.4cm for the thickness of the
moderator (Figure 2c).
Kinf values related to each fuel type are presented in Table 2. The highest Kinf value is
recoded for UO2 fuel.
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1.
Fig. 2a : Kinf variation according to the moderator dimension in case of UO2 fuel
with 1cm height
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Fig. 2b : kinf variation according to the moderator dimension in case of MOX fuel
with 1cm height

Fig. 2c : Kinf variation according to the moderator dimension in case of (Pu-Th)O2
fuel with 1cm height
Table 2: summary of the optimal dimensions of the fuel and moderator and the
associated Kinf
Fuel

Fuel height (cm)

Moderator
(cm)

UO2

1

0.4

1.51682

MOX

1

0.5

1,37952
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height Kinf

Pu-Th

1

0.4

1.22261

We decided to choose light water (H2O) as moderator instead of D2O for economical
purposes. After the optimization of cladding and matrix thickness a finale unit cell
configuration was identified for UO2 fuel with 5% enrichment and more. External dimensions
and specifications are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Summary of the optimized unit cell
Fuel pellet
UO2 (5%)
Matrix
(Zirconium)
Cladding
(Zircaloy-2)
Moderator
(H2O)

Diameter (cm)

Length (cm)

Width (cm)

Height (cm)

3.63

-

-

1

-

3.73

3.73

1.2

-

3.83

3.83

1.3

-

4.63

4.63

2.1

III.2 Validation and neutronic parameters
In this chapter, we will make a comparative study using DRAGON as deterministic code.
Results of Kinf calculation using some approximations (cylindrization) are presented in Table
4. Comparison between MCNP5 and DRAGON code give 539 pcm differences which
validate our calculations.
Table 4: Kinf comparison of the optimized cell according to MCNP and DRAGON codes
results
Final Kinf
1.51682
1,51143
539 pcm

MCNP
DRAGON
Difference

After validation, we proceed to generate nuclear parameters for optimized unit fuel cell for
deep analysis purposes. Nuclear parameters like neutron spectra, absorption macroscopic
cross-cections, Nu-fission macroscopic cross-cections total macroscopic cross-cections and
diffision macroscopic cross-cections at the beginning of cycle are presented in the following
figures (Fig. 3 to 8).
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Neutron flux spectra calculation

Fig. 3 Homogenized unit cell flux/lethargy vs. neutron energy calculated using DRAGON
code

Fig. 4 Flux/lethargy vs. neutron energy in each part of the final optimized cell.
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Macroscopic Cross-Section according to 172 groups of energy

Fig.5 Total Macroscopic Cross-Section vs. Neutron energy

Fig. 6. Absorption Macroscopic Cross-Section vs. Neutron energy
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Fig. 6 Nu-Fission Macroscopic Cross-Section vs. Neutron energy

Fig. 8 Diffusion Coefficient vs. Neutron energy

IV. Conclusion and prospects
During this study we succeeded to identify optimal specifications of the new CUBOID fuel
cell designated for SMR using MCNP5 code. Results were validated using DRAGON code.
Neutronic parameters were also generated in order to perform assembly and code calculations
with and without burnable poisons. Kinf burnup calculation for unit fuel cell, assembly and
core should be performed in order to determine the life cycle and the added value of this new
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CUBOID fuel. Different combination of fuel assemblies should be performed to achieve the
maximum possible life cycle.
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